Segments of event-related potential map series reveal landscape changes with visual attention and subjective contours.
Changes of the event-related potential (ERP) map landscape with time and condition were used to identify qualitative changes in the ERP generating process which are indicative of a change in the functional microstate. Twelve subjects attended or ignored unilaterally presented visual stimuli with and without subjective contours. ERP map series from 16 electrodes were adaptively segmented to identify periods of stable map landscape, using topographic descriptions (map maxima and minima). Attention as well as the subjective contours changed the map topography and increased the map amplitude. From 170 to 380 msec, they had similar effects on the antero-posterior map topography. Topographic differences between the effects of attention and subjective contours were also present, but affected mainly the left-right topography. The results are in line with the notion of attentional involvement in subjective contour perception and show that global modulation of exogenous brain activity cannot account for topographic changes with attention or with subjective contours. They further establish space-oriented data reduction as a powerful tool to identify components and to distinguish among hypotheses about the underlying generator processes.